Latin American & Caribbean Studies

30280 LACS 101 01 M, Intro Latin Am & Caribbean Stu MTWRF 08:30 am-12:00 pm, Sarah E Owens LONG 402A  MAYMESTER

30119 LACS 105 01 O, Intro to Contemporary Brazil, Maria Luci De Biaji Moreira (P) (in Brazil) MAYMESTER

African American Studies

30238 AAST 300 04 O, ST: Comparative Black Identity  Anthony D Greene (P) Special Topics (in Barbados)

30276 AAST 300 05 O, ST: From Barbados to Charleston and Back Again  Jon N Hale (P) Special Topics (online)

History

30770 HIST 350 01 O 3.000 ST: From Barbados to Charleston and Back Again, Jon N Hale (P), Special Topics (in Barbados)

International Studies

30728 INTL 290 01 M 3.000 Political Film on Latin America MTWRF 08:30 am-12:00 pm, Douglas S Friedman (P) MYBK 207 Special Topics  MAYMESTER

Portuguese

30239 LTPO 150 01, Portuguese Lit In Translation, Maria Luci De Biaji Moreira (P) OFFC (in Brazil) MAYMESTER

30195 LTPO 250 01, St: Portuguese Lit in Translation, Maria Luci De Biaji Moreira (P) OFFC (in Brazil) MAYMESTER